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The invention relates to calculating machines
object of the invention is to provide
of the motor driven type and particularly to the a Another
calculating machine, having a driving motor
means for controlling the actuation of the ma which
is normally stopped when the actuator is

chine in performing problems in the four rule stopped, with means operative when the machine

5 Calculations.
The calculating machine comprises a rotary actuator and a plurality of keys for introducing
values into the actuator. The depression of a
key introduces a value corresponding to the nu10 meral on the key, into the rotatable actuator
and rotation of the actuator serves to transfer

is set to perform problems in division, for holding 5
the motor circuit closed during the time that the
actuator is stopped.
The invention possesses other advantageous
features, some of which with the foregoing will be
set forth at length in the following description, lo
where shall outline in full that form of my

thesa values into the counter or register, to effect invention which I have selected for illustration in

the calculating operation. The values intro- the drawings accompanying and forming part of
duced into the actuator are transmitted, on ro- the present specification.

5 tation of the actuator in either direction to the

In said drawings, I have sinown one form of 5

figure discs of the counting mechanism, which, mechanistri embodying my invention as it is emi

for the purpose of making direct action of the 30died is a fiarchant calculating machine, but it
selected values on the figure discs of highest 3 to is understood that I do not limit myself to
value possible, is disposed in parallel displace- stic foxiii, since the invention, as set, forth in
20 able
relation to the axis of the actuator. The the clairing, Emay be embodied in a plurality of 20
counting mechanisin comprises a series of nu- for 23.
neral Wheels whici are mounted or a, carriage

which is displaceable tiransversely of the calcula

Seferring to said drawings:

Fig. 3 is 2, tog or plan view of a portion of a

lating machine, with respect to the actuator.
cecusatirig nachine erodying ny invention,
25 The present invention relates particularly to the casing being removed and several parts being 25

means for controlling the operation of the machine in the performance of problems in division,
These means include devices operative to correct
an overdraft registration in one position of the
30 carriage, then shift the carriage, then correct the
overdraft registration in the shifted position and
so on until the machine is automatically brought
to a stop when the carriage has been shifted to
its limit position.
35 An cbject of the invention is to provide a calculating machine adapted to perfor the four

son 2 in Section, to better illustrate he co
struction.
Fig. 2 is a vertical, longitudinal section in rough
a calculating machine era bodying any invention,
showing the positive and negative operation keys 3
and the drive control rechanisin which is cora
trolled there.S.
Sig. 3 is a Yertical, longitudinal section through
the Calculating machine, showing the means for
setting the machine for the performance of 35
problems in division.

rule calculations, with means whereby the machine may be set to perform problems in division
Only.
40 Another object of the invention is to provide
a calculating machine having means for automatically shifting the carriage, which means is
disabled except when the machine is set to per-

Fig. 4 is a detail showing the motor switch con
trol lever, in open switch position, and Fig. 5
is a similar view showing the control lever in
closed switch position.
40
Fig. 6 is a vertical, longitudinai section through
the calculating machine showing a portion of the
setting mechanism for setting the machine for

form problems in division,

the performance of problems in division and the

45 a Another
object of the invention is to provide clutch
for controlling the shifting of the carriage. 45
calculating machine, which when set to perFig. 7 is a detail of the carriage shifting control
form problems in division, operates on the oc- clutch.

casion of an overdraft registration in the nu- Fig. 8 is a longitudinal, vertical section through
meral wheels, to correct the overdraft, stop the a calculating machine embodying my invention,
50 actuator and shift the carriage to the next posi- showing the positive and negative operation keys, 50
tion, start the actuator again in a subtractive the quotient register and the means for operating
direction until an overdraft occurs correct the such register,

overdraft, again stop the actuator and shift the
Fig. 9 is a detail of the reversing mechanism
carrige and continue Such operations to disclose interposed between the motor and the actuator.
55 the proper, complete quotient figure,
Fig. 10 is a rear elevation of a calculating mao (55.

£,42,862
the machine is stopped at the tie quotent
catae, parts thereof being broken &Way EXad other ' time
produced.
parts being showia in section, to illustrate the figure
The present raschirae incides , s::se frazine,
construction of the nachd.g.
which the Vatics irast: Siggesties of the
igig. 1 is a vertical transverge sectiox through Within
Calculating machine are areages, any of

2

the calculating machine, showing, he carriage
shifting Gaechgaisa &nd the control mechasis. these instrumentalities including the speciac con
struction of the actuate, the coarsections cetweei
herefo.
uneral keys and the act aspi, ie attoratic
Fig. 2 is a vertical, transverge gection through the
&he cagliating machine, showing the control multiplication mecharistin and other features of
mechanison which is operative to stop the me the machine are fully disclosed in any United
chine after the carriage has reached its easterne States Fatent No. 2,643,710 of Septegaber 27, 1932,
to which reference is ereby inade for a, co
left hand position.
25

Fig. 3 is a detail showing the means for re
leasing the rechanisin which controls the stop
going of the machine, after the carriage has
reached its exteiae left End position.
Fig. 4 is a vertical, longitudinal Section
through the rea: sportion of the machine, show
ing the actuator, the register, and the Eneans
operated by a tranational carry of one of the
numera wheels of the register to reverse the di
rection of totation of the act3aos.
gig. 6 is a detail of one unit of the actuator
in association with two numeral wheels of the
register.
Sig. 16 is a detail showing the means actuated

plete disclosure of those features of the Caceta

ing machine withich are not specifically disclosed
in this application. The Calculating in achies
include a reversible, rotary actuator 2 coragisa

5

ing a series of units into which values age inéio
duced by the depression of keys. Fascia Anit is
also provided with tens carrying pins for trans
ferring values to the numere Waeslig of the court

sing mechanism of the next highest Order. Sach

unit is provided Tita. Wo teas carifiaggins and
the two series of pirs on the actatos age e

ranged in diverging spirals. One series og ging
is effective in carrying teas digirirag 2 additive 25
or forward rotation of the acé23te sad the other

by a transitional carry of the numeral wheels to

series of ping is effective in carrying tens disgrg &

Sig. 17 is a reas elevation of the SVritch in the
gaoto circuit.
gig. 8 is a diagrammatic representation of the
2aotor, circuit.
25g. 19 is a diagrammatic representation of the
drive for the various elements of the calculating
Egghie,
The invention relates to motor driven calculat

The values introduced into the acts to by the
depression of keys aire transferred, Crs rotation 30
of the actuator in eithe direction, to he in Real
Wheels 3 of the conting recasasia, or coligating
register as it is generally x07, th: the inter's
mediate gears 4. The podic register, together
with its associated inter ediate gear's sad transe
fer levers is arranged on a, tiratas'7ersay yaoyaole

control the reversal of the actuator.

substractive or reverse rotatios of ice actuator.

ing gnachines and particularly to the control carriage 5, which is guided in Stitable track/sys
mechanism for controlling the Operation of the in the frare, so that the carriage (sy se Soved

actuating means and the motor and the move to establish cooperation betweera ery desired ill
ment of the carriage. The Emachine is provided meral wheel and any desired Anit of the act late

s

with gositive and negative operation keys, -de ing means, within the limits of novernet of the
pression of the positive key serving to cause rota carriage. Associated with eace coating Wheel
tion of the sctuato; in an additive direction and 3 is a transfer lever 6 which is actigated go
depression of the negative key serving to cause movement of the numeral wheel, for 7ardly to of
rotation of the actuator in a subtractive direction. reversely from zero position, Sais movement being
The positive gey is used primarily in performing referred to as a transitio2 carry. Ras AOve
ment of the transfe lever 6 is effected by S.C. asg0e
problems in addition and nultiplication and the ciated
toothed aerobe a secred to the 32 neral
negative key is used primarily for performing
w
problemg in subtraction and division, although wheel.
The actuator is driven by the rioto 332nd inter
in short cut multiplication, the Ziegative key is
also employed. The present invention concerns posed between the motor and the act 123tor is &
itself chiefly with providing means for accom clutch for connecting aid isg02a2aecting the
plishing the automatic solution of a problem in motor from the actuator, and g, reversing rech
division. In such problems, the negative opera." anism, whereby the direction of sotsition of the
tion key is employed, and means are provided for actuator may be reversed. The citch, shown
locking the positive operation key against action, in gig. 2, embodies a driving shafé, 9, suitacly con
when the machine is set to perform problems in nected to the motor sheet by aeans of the speed
division, so that the operator may not make an
error. The negative operation key is associated
with means which are effective only when the
machine is set to perform problems in division,

for automatically reversing the direction of rota
tion of the actuator, upon an overdraft registra

tion of the numeral wheels, to stop the actuator
at the end of one cycle of such reversed move

50

55

reduction gearing, as show in sig. , 33ad the

driving shaft is provided on its ead with a ratchet
pinion 62, which rotates continuously with the

motor. The motor is provided with a Switch
which is closed only during the tire that the nar
chine is functioning to perforza & probleza in cal
culation. Journalled on the driving shaft, 3 and
enclosing the ratchet pinion 2 is a citch housing
3, within which is pivoted a dog É. Which is
adapted to be moved into and out of engageinent

ment, so that the quotient register will show the
true quotient figure, to shift the carriage to its
the ratchet pinion 2, to con2ect and discons
next position, to again rotate the actuator in a with
nect the pinion and the housing. She dog or
subtractive direction until an overdraft registra pawl
() is urged toward engagement with the on
70 tion occurs, to then automatically reverse the dia on 2 by the spring 5. The clutch housing 3
rection of rotation of the actuator, to stop the

60

65

70

provided on its periphey. With saagerture 88
actuator at the end of one cycle of such reversed isthru
which a foot on the end of the pawi &

movement, to shift the carriage to its next posi

tion and to continue this operation, until the car
73 riage reaches the liait of its movement, at which

extends when the pav7 is a engagement yith the

pinion. The 287) is digengaged froan the pinion as

3,343,892
3
by inward movement of the foot 7 and this is ac 43, which is manually operated, he pira 2 tasy
complished by means of the clutch control lever be
moved to cause forward or reversa drive of the

8 which is provided on its end with a foot is
which, when the lever 8 is released of its rea
straint is moved into contact with the periphery
of the housing 3 by the spring 2, and, as the

actuator. The direction of rotation of the act.-

ator may be reversed manually by moving the

fork 42 and is reversible automatically by moveo 5

ment of the rod 28. These two aeai 3 OS 2.0.CO2 as
. plishing
the reversal of rotation of the act,980;
will be set forth in full hereaftes.
Manual operation of the reversing geai i8 efo
()
fected by the depression and release of the naga, a 0
to the actuator that when the clutch housing is tive
operation key 5, which is preferably af's
locked the actuator is locked in full cycle position. ranged
on the keyboard of the machine. Plva
Secured to the clutch housing 3 is a hollow
within the machine is a bell crank lever 32
stub shaft 23, which forms part of the reversing oted
5 gearing. Journalled on the hollow shaft 23 are (Fig. 8) which is normally held in restrained po
sition by the spring 53, and when the lever 52 is is
two gears 2 and 25 either of which may be di in
such restrained position, the reversing mech
rectly connected to the hollow shaft to rotate anism is in position to cause forward or additive
therewith. Each of the gears 24 and 25 is pro rotation of the actuator. One leg of the bell
vided On its inner periphery with an interrupted
lever 52 underlies a pin 54 on the stem of
20 flange 26, the two flanges being in contact. The crank
negative operation key 5 so that when the 20
hollow shaft 23 (Fig. 10) is provided with an aper the
key 5 is depressed, the lever 52 is moved against
ture extending diametrically therethrough and the
restraint of the spring 53. The lever 52 is
disposed in the aperture is a cross pin 27 which connected
by means of the link 56 with a lever 56
is adapted to seat in the interruption of either of having a sector
cam 57 which engages in
the flanges 26. (Fig. 9.) The pin 27 is of less a slot 58 in theshaped
projecting
end of the rod 4. 25
diameter than the depth of the flange so that Depression of the negative operation
key there
the pin may seat entirely within either fange. fore shifts the rod 28 to cause reverse rotation
The pin is movable transversely, in the direction of the actuator. The above described operation
of the axis of the shaft 23, to bring it into en occurs
when the machine is set to perform prob
30 gagement with either of the gears 24 or 25, and
lens
in
addition, multiplication and Subtraction. 30
for this purpose, the pin 27 is secured to the rod Means are
provided for setting the machine to
28 which extends outward from the end of the perform problems in division and this setting
hollow shaft 23 and is suitably supported at its means is associated with the link 65 so that when
other end in the frame of the machine. The in the
means is operated to place the mas
terruptions in the flanges 26 are somewhat wides chinesetting
in condition to perform problems in divia 35
than the diameter of the pin 2 to permit the sion, the
link 5.5 is shifted, shifting the rod 3 to
pin to be shifted to reverse the direction of rota cause reverse
of the actuatox. The
tion of the actator without bringing the actua mechanis in for rotation
the setting of the
ator to a stop. Meshing with the gear 24 is an Snachine for thisaccomplishing
purpose
will
be
hereinafter disa
idler gear 3 which in turn meshes with a gear Scribed.
40
32 which is directly in mesh with the gea; 23.
The
machine
is
also
provided
with
a
positive
opa
Therefore, the gear 32 is driven in one direction

housing rotates, the foot f8, contacts with the
foot 7 and enters the aperture 6, thereby disen
gaging the clutch and locking the clutch housing.
The clutch housing is so positioned with respect

When the gear 24 is in engagement with the hole

eration
key Sá depression of which causes forward
rotation of the actuator. The connection betweeif'

low shaft 23 and in the opposite direction when
the gear 25 is in engagement With he holiov7
shaft 23. Secured to the shaft of the gear 32 is
a gear 33 lying on the opposite side of the inter
mediate wall 33 and the gear 33 is connected to

the notor and the actuator is controlled oy the
clutch, and the action of the clutch is controlled 45
by the lever 8 which is normally held in cluck,
disengaging position by the spring 28. Means are
provided whereby the depression of eithe Exey 3.

actuato.

permit engagement of the clutch.

the gear 36 on the actuator shaft by the inte or key. 6 will rock the lever 8 to move it out,
mediate gear 35. Therefore, shifting of the pira of engagement with the clutch housing 3 and
2 reverses the direction of rotation of the
ivoted with

in the frame of the machine is a beli cicals eve

vieans are provided for either manually or al S2 (Fig. 2) underlying a roller 38 on the sea ():
the negative Operation key and having & subs

tomatically shifting the pin 27 to reverse the di
rection of rotation of the actuator. Secured to
the shifting rod 28 is a collar 38 which is enclosed

stantially vertical arm 85 lying in front of a 55
roller
66 carried by the frame 6 of the positive
by the Spring housing 39, between the end of operation
key G. The frame 6 is nounced of

60

s

which and the collar 38 there is inserted a come levers 68 in such manner that depression of the .
pression Spring (Fig. 10) which holds the hous
Operation key 8 causes forward move
ing tightly against the collar, so that movement positive
ment
of
the
68 against the upright portion go
of the housing toward the right will effect move S5 of the bellroller
crank lever, thereby rocking such
ment of the rod 28 and permitting movement of lever.
It will be seen from Figure 2 therefore,
the rod 28 to the right without moving the spring that depression
of either key or key 3 will
housing. In Fig. 10, the pin 27 is shown in en cause counterclockwise
of the beil crank
gagement with the gear 24, thus producing re lever 62. Pivoted to therotation
arm
65
of theat lever
32 65
verse or Subtractive drive of the actuator. Move is a bar i provided on its under side
its resar
ment of the pin 2 to the right and into engage end with a notch 2 in which a pin 3 on he for
ment with the gear 25 will cause forward rota Ward end of the clutch control lever 8 is normal
tion of the actuator. Engaging in a circumferen ly disposed. Therefore, reaward novement of the
tial groove in the spring housing 39, is a fork 2 bar rocks the lever 68 about its pivot to move 70
which is attached at its other end to the shift it out of engagement with the clutch housing.
ing rod 43 (Fig. 1) which is suitably journalled Release of either cf the depressed keys SS or 3

within the frame of the machine and which ex will cause the clutch lever 8 to again move ig
tends thru the hollow shaft carrying the trans engagement
with the clutch housing and otier
mission gear 44. By movement of the shifting rod means are provided
independent of the depressed is

2,142,698
position of the Freys 5A and 3 for releasing the the gear is provided with a grooved collar which
lever 3 to cause it to engage the clutch housing. is engaged by a shifting fork 98 which is medi
This is accomplished by raising the rear end of ately connected to the carriage , so that the
the car

to move the notch 2 from engagement -member 3 is shifted longitudinally in a direc
tion opposite to that of the direction of ove
ment of the carriage.

with the pira 3 as will be described hereinafter.
The calculating machine is also provided with

In performing problems in division, the direca
as the multiplier register or quotient register, for tion of rotation of the member 3 and the circa
indicatigg directly the proper and correct mus 8? are reversed with respect to the direction o
tiple
O quotient. This register comprises 2, rotation of the actuator 2nd means are pro
0
series of numeral wheels 3 (Fig. 8) each nu vided or effecting this reversal of direction of
neral Wheel being provided With an interne rotation. Then the machine is set to as form
date gear 6 and a transfer lever . . feans probless in division. Also, in performing prob
are provided for causing a single operation of lens in division, the actuator rotates in a re
verse direction &nd means are provided for
5 & Selected numeral Wheel for each rotation of shifting
the pin 27 to cause reverse direction of
the actuator in either direction, and tens care
rying Eneans are provided so that the register rotation of the actuator when the machine is
will always show the correct igure. The nu set for performing problems in division. The
herei Vyheels 9 are actuated in time with the means employed for setting the machine to par
rotation of the actuator by the rotatable single form problems in division operate to perform
of the above functions, together with other
toothed nemier8 which is splined to the shaft both
0 which is rotatable in time with the actuator. functions which will be described hereinafter.
Arranged at the side of the machine is a set
he tens carrying device in the particular en
lever 96 (Fig. 3) which, in its backward
bodiment shown, comprises a drun 8 having two tag
series of ters carrying pins 32 and 83 thereon, the position, sets the machine for performing prob
pins in the two series being arranged in divergs lems in addition, subtraction and multiplica
ing spirals so that they are reversibly oparated tion, and which, in its forward position, sets the
pon reverse rotation of the drun. The drum machine in condition for the automatic parform
is secured to a shaft 34 journalled in the frame Bince of problems in division. The lever 96 co
30 of the nachine and the tens Cairying pins 32 operates with a spring pressed latch plate Ol
and 33 cooperate with the transfer lever
to which serves to hold the lever in adjusted post
treasie" values to the nuneral wheels of the tion. ivoted to the lower end of the lever 96 is
next highest order. Áeans axe provided for re 2, bar 98 which is pivoted at its rear Ward end
versing the direction of rotation of the actuator. to the lever 99 (Fig. 6) by means of the screty

a register or counting mechanism usually known

6. The lever 93 and the lever 99 lie on oppo
cogniprisig the two gears 8 and 86, either of tion Screw 6 extends thru a slot 02 in the par
which nay be directly connected to the shaft 36 titioned wall. The lever 99 is journalled on a
by the transversely movable pin 3 (Fig. 10) stud or boss 3 and is provided with a double
which is secured to the rod 83 which is disposed can extension of arm 64, the can 603 serv

The diurn 3 is provided with a reversing gear,
sanila to that heretofore described herein, and

50

site sides of a partitioned well and the connec

within the hollow shaft 63. The gear 83 is in ing to control the direction of rotation of the
mesh with the idler gear 3 and the gear 36 is in drun 8 and the can 66 serving to control the
rinesh with the gear 83. Since the gears 3 and operation of the division stop, as will be herein
32 always rotate in opposite directions, the gears after described. The cam portion a 05 of the
36 and 36 will always rotate in opposite directions lever arm (4 is operatively associated with the
and the direction of rotation of the drum 3 is projecting end of the rod 88 (Fig. 10) and serves
determined by which of the gears 3g or 86 is to control the longitudinal movement of the
rod 88 and consequently the position of the
secured to the shaft thereof. The rod 33 (Eig. transverse
pin 3. In Figure 10, the parts are
10) extends to the end of the hollow shaft 34
and projects slightly therefrom. The shaft, 88 shown in the position to set the machine to per
is urged toward the left by the spring 33 disposed form problems in division, the can portion 05
in the oore of the hollow shaft and means are

provided for exerting a pressure on the end of the

rod 88, to move it against the pressure of the
spring. When the machine is set to perform
problems in division, the parts are in the posi
tion shown in Figure 10, with the gear 36 secured
to the shaft 86. When the machine is set to
perform problems in multiplication and addition,
the spring 68 positions the pin 8 in the recess in
gear 85, connecting this gear with the hollow
shaft (34. Therefore, the direction of rotation
of the drum 82 may be reversed with respect to

2

35

40

5)

being operative to hold the rod 38 depressed.

Projecting laterally fron the bar 93 is a stud
A 68 (Fig. 3) which lies in front of the vertical
leg 69 (Fig. 8) of the link 35 so that when the

lever 96 is moved to its forward or "division"
ing the link 56 backward and moving the can 57
to shift the shaft, 43 (Fig. 1) which causes the
position, the stud 83 is moved backwards mov

fork 42 to position the pin 2 (Fig. 10) to cause
reverse rotation of the actuator. Therefore,
shifting the lever 96 to its "division" position
positions the main driving reverse gear to cause
reverse rotaticn of the actuator and positions
the direction of rotation of the actuator.
Secured to the opposite end of the drum shaft the reverse gear of the drum 3 so that the drum
65
89 is a gear 9 which is connected, thru the in rotates in the opposite direction with respect
termediate gear 82 (Fig. 3) with the gear g3 to the direction of rotation of the actuator.
In machines of this character, when used in
Secured to the end of the multiplier register
actuating shaft 9. Therefore, the direction of the performance of problems in division, the
numeral wheels of the product register to the
70 rotation of the actuating member 8 is reversed left of the wheels being operated upon by the
simultaneously with the direction of rotation of
the drum 8 . The actuating member 8, is ad actuator, change sign when an endeavor is made
justable longitudinally of its shaft, so that it may to divide the divisor into the dividend a greater
be disposed in cooperative relation with the se whole number of times than is possible. Under
23 lected numeral wheels 25 and for this purpose Such conditions, the numeral wheels registration
80

t

GO
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5

changes from a positive to a negative registration highest order within the range of the actuator.
or from a negative to a positive registration and This
of sign in a division operation is
this change, or Overdraft registration has been from change
zero
to
nine. On this change of sign, the
heretofore utilized to throw into operation mech toothed element
7 (Fig. 14) moves the transfer
anism for stopping the machine. Division is ac
backward.
Pivoted
on athetransversely
stud is is
Complished by a reverse rotation of the actuator lever
(Fig.
16)
is
a
lever
if
having
and, when a condition of overdraft registration extending arm if which lies behind and in con
existed and the machine had been brought to a tact with the rear face of the transfer lever
stop, the positive Operation key was then de at
the left of the series being operated on. The
0. pressed to cause rotation of the actuator in a
arm
f is held in engagement with the transfer 10
forward direction for One revolution to correct
by the spring 8, so that when the transfer
the overdraft registration. This correction of lever
lever 8 is rocked backwardly at the time of an .
the overdraft registration by operation of the overdraft
registration or transitional carry, the
positive operation key, produced the proper num
5 ber in the product register and the proper indi lever 6 is rocked on its pivot. Secured to the
lever f 16 is a laterally shiftable arm i i8 which 15
cation in the quotient register. In the present is
provided with a slot 2 for receiving
construction, the Overdraft registration is utilized a preferably
laterally shifting member. his member is
to effect the automatic reversal of the direction shifted to either of two positions, by the setting
of rotation of the actuator, without stopping the
20 actuator so that the actuator is then given a for of the machine to perform the desired problem
and in Figure 16, the arm 9 is shown in its 20
ward or additive rotation and is then brought "division'
position,
to a stop at the end of the first cycle of forward
The
arm
9 is shifted sidewise into and out
rotation. This means, however, is disabled When
the machine is set to perform problems in add of Operative engagement with the reversing and

25

30

tion, multiplication and subtraction and is
brought into operation only when the machine is
set to perform problems in division. Therefore,
this automatic reversal means does not function
on the event of an overdraft registration during
multiplication, which, if not observed would re

sult in the introduction of errors into the cal

stopping mechanism by means of the bar 23

(Fig. 10). This bar has a turned-down end 25

which is disposed in the slot 2 in the aren 8,
and, at its other end is in cooperative relation

with the can section

S on the ever arm. Gé.

The bar 23 is provided on its end with g, slot
which engages, the can 8, so that as the lever 30

C4 is rocked, the bar 23 is shifted lateraily.
culation. The shifting of the setting lever 96 arm
In Figure 10 the bar 823 is in the position to set,
to "division' position, also serves to enable the the
machine in condition to perfor a problem 3
automatically operating means for reversing the
35 direction of rotation of the actuator in the event in division. When the machine is set to perform
problems in Inultiplication, the bar 23 is noved 35
of an overdraft registration and to stop the ac to
left by the car member 8. The lar
tuator at the end of its first cycle of forward 23the
has
rather tortuous shape in the resent
rotation. Therefore, in performing problems in machine,a due
to the necessity of avoiding the
division,
the
operator
merely
depresses
the
nega
40 tive operation key 5i and the actuator rotates other instrumentalities in the machine, out, the
of the bar does not otherwise entering its 86
in a reverse direction until there is an overdraft shape
Construction or function.
registration and then the actuator is automatical
to the stud 5 (Sig. 16) is a leyer 26
ly reversed and stopped at the end of the first to Pivoted
which
is
the Stostentially verical ling
cycle of forward rotation. The carriage is then 26 (Fig. 10pivoted
and
Fig.
4.) which at its lower ed
shifted to the next position and the division op
c

against the arm of the bell crank lever (g
eration continued until the actuator is again bears
f2. The bell cranic levez is pivoted on the bracis.
brought to a stop by virtue of an overdraft regis et
28 and the vertical airn 23 of the eye is
tration, after which the carriage is again shifted forked
engages the collar 333 secured to
and the operation is repeated until there is no the rod and
23. he horizontal arm 2 of the bel
remainder left in the product register or until crank
lever is thus held elevated by the spring
the product register carriage reaches the end 4 associated
with the rod 23 (Fig. 10). The
df its movement toward the left. Heretofore, the lever
wich the oeil crank lever is con
movement of the carriage has been effected both nected 25bytomeans
of the ling 26 is therefore
oy hand and by mechanism which is thrown into normally held in its
elevated position.
5 5 operation during the corrective or additive rota
Means
are
provided
for quickly depressing the gig
tion of the actuator and, after the shifting of the
25 at the proper tigae in the operation
carriage, the machine was brought to rest so that lever
of the nachine, to stift the iod 28 to the left,
a further operation of the negative operation key thus
shifting the piz. 2 and causing the re
was necessary to perform the next divisional op
60 eration step. In accordance with the present in versal of rotation of tile actator. Mounted in
upper end of the ever 25 is a gpging re. Go
vention, the actuator is again started in rotation the
strained
43 which is formally in depressed
in a subtractive direction, as soon as the car position. pinThis
sign lies adjacent, a ca: a 35 ge
riage has been shifted so that the operation cured to the actuato sha, and, when the pig
of division which would result in a quotient con is projected, it is in the path of the caix and
taining a plurality of figures, is automatically is
struck by the can just before the actuator 35
accomplished by the single depression of the reaches
ful cycle position. When the can strikes
negative operation key.
the
projected
pit, the ever 25 is rocked in E,
Means are provided which are operative dur Counter-clockwise
irection depressing the link
ing the reverse or corrective rotation of the ac 26 and this noving the rod 28 to the right;
tuator, when the machine is set for performing (Fig.
0) shifting the reversing gear.
70
problems in division, for reversing or changing the operation of division, the actuator touring
rotates
to an additive rotation, the rotation of the ac in a reverse OR conterclockwise direction and
tuator when an overdraft registration Occurs,
can 35 is so positioned that it operates to
which overdraft is usually indicated by a change the
shift the rod 28 when he actuator is in full cycle
of sign of the numeral wheel of the next to the position, thereby permitting the shifting of the is
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is set to perform problems in division, SO
pin 27 from engagement with the gear 23 into chine
that the positive operation key may not be in

O

engagement with the gear 25 without stopping
the operation of the Catchine.
Pivoted on the ever 25 is & pin operating lee
ver 3 which rocks in a plane at right angles
to the plaine of noverneat of the lever 29.
Rae lever 3, at its upper end, engages in a
groove in the pin 34 and at its lower end is
provided with a foot 38 Winich lies below the
plane of the rear ead of the arm A9. When

S

as O is rocked to one side, go that it does not
overlie the soot 38, but when the machine is
set for perforning probleng in division, the arm

advertently operated, which would result in the
introduction of error into the machine. Means
are also provided, when the machine is set to
perform problems in division for holding the
negative operation key in depressed position,
until the problem is completed, thereby elimi
nating the fatigue of the operator which is
caused by the continuous holding down of the
negative operation key. It has been shown, that
positioning of the setting lever 96 in "division"
position noves the bar 53 backward, thereby
rocking the ever 52 (Fig. 8), the horizontal arm
of which underlies the pin 54 on the stem of
the negative operation key. Disposed within the

is accomplished without disengeging the clutch,

Reans are also provided for disengaging the
clutch and stopping the act&stor at the end of
the first cycle of reverse 2 additive rotation.
30 Pivoted on the shaf, St-G (Eg. 4) is a lever
32 having an arca 43 Which underlies the
horizontal arm of the bell crank lever 27.
herefore, when the horizontal arm of the bell
crank lever is rocked by the cera 35, the lever
35 42 is rocked in a colnterclockwise direction.
The arm 42 of the ever which is raised when

to locs the frame (3 against movement, so that

(39 (Sig. 10) with the lever 8 which is pro
vided or its end with a tongue 43 which is

of movement which position is detergained by

from engagement with the pin 3 and permit
ting the clutch control lever 8 to spring into
engageaea, with the clutch housing. The Op

perform problems in addition, multiplication and

the maching is set for parforming problems in
addition, suitraction snd multiplication, the arm

39

25
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S 9 is noved to the position shown in figure i0,
Raachine in correlation with the horizontal arrin
Where it overies the oot 30. Consequently, of
lever 32 and the roller 36 on the traine
upon the occasion of an overdraft registratio: 3 the
of the positive operation key. 6 is e, lever
or transitional carry, the ever G60 is rocked,
degressing the are 99 consequently rocking the 652, one end of which lies under the horizontal
ever 37 to project the gia 633 into the path argin of the ever 32 and the other end of which
of the can 35. At fall cycle position, the can lies under the roller (33. When the leves 32 is
33 strikes the pin 833, rocks the lever 25 and rocked by the getting lever 96, the lever 52 is
shifts the pin 2 of the reverse gear, to reverse rocked to bring it into engagement with the roll
the direction of rotator of the &ctuator. This eg 03. Since the ever 52 is locked in rocked 25

position by the lever 93, the lever 52 then serves

the key (3 may not be depressed. When the lever
32 is rocked by the lever 96, the negative opera
tion Exey 5 is held in its elevated position by the 30
spring 433.
Afteens are provided for locking the negative
operation key 59 in depressed position and for
releasing the key upon the conpletion of the
problem in division. The solution of the problem 85
in division involves successive operations of the
the ever is rocked underles the end of the lever actuator and successive shiftings of the carriage
43 which is pivoted internedite. its end and and the negative operation key is held depressed
which is connected at its other end by the pin until the carriage reaches its extreme position

'

the capacity of the machine. The stem of the

disposed in the aparture 49 formed in the clutch negative operation key 5 is provided adjacent its
control bar . The levers 886 and 4 are so lower end with a notch 23 which is engaged by
arranged, that downward movement on the hori the spring pressed latch 232, when the key is
zontai arme of the bell crank lever 2 causes depressed, to hold the key in depressed position.
upward movement of the tongue 48, which kicks Means are provided for holding the latch in in
the clutch control bar
upward, removing it operative position, when the Inachine is set to

50 eration of the release of the clutch control le

ver 8, by virtue of the overdraft registration
is so timed that the aperture A6 in the clutch
housing has moved past the end 9 of the clutch
55

control lever before such lever Cones into con
tact with the clutch housing so that the clutch

housing nakes one complete revolution after
the operation of the automatically operated re
verse Gaechanism. At the end of this one rota
60

tion, the foot 3 on the end of the clutch lever
9, engages in the aperture 6 and disengages
the clutch and locks the clutch housing against

rotation. It is seen therefore, that as a result
of the overdraft registration, that the direction
of rotation of the actuator is reversed without
65 causing disengagement of the clutch and that
the rotation of the actuator is stopped at the
end of the first cycle of corrective rotation. This
single cycle of corrective or additive rotation,
corrects the error in the quotient register and
70 in the product register, caused by the over
registration. Winch resulted in the transitional
carry.

feats are provided for locking the positive
operation
sey against Eovement When the ma
5

subtraction, and for releasing the latch to opera

tive position when the machine is set to parform
problems in division. This means, which also
serves, when the machine is set to perform
problems in division, to move the latch to release
the negative operation ley 5f when the proolera
in division has been completed, after the carriage
has reached its limit position at the left of the
machine, will be described in full hereafter.
The present machine also embodies means for
automatically shifting the carriage after the
ordinal registration operation and tens carrying
operation has been completed in the corrective
forward rotation of the actuator, when parform
ing problems in division. The carriage is slid

able transversely in the trackway 78 to which is
secured the casing 82, within which is arranged
the carriage shifting device. The carriage shift

5.

60

65

ing mechanism employed is fully illustrated and
described in my copending application Serial

Number 539,422 filed February 27, 1922 and issued
as Petent No. 2,028,540, on January 21, 1936, to 70
which reference is hereby made for a complete

disclosure of one form of carriage shifting means.

These means comprise a slide having a stud 95
(Fig. li) which is engaged by the slotted shifting

arm 93, which is secured to the rod 92, jour- is
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nalled in the frame 82 and extending to the
front of the casing of the machine where it is
provided with a lever or wheel whereby the rod
92 may be rocked in either direction to shift the
Carriage one step at a time in such direction.
The present invention embodies power driven
means which are automatically brought into Op

7

slide 223 which is normally held in retracted posi
tion by the spring 224. The upper end of the slide
223 is bevelled at 225 and, the position of the
slide, due to the action of the spring 224 is such
that on subtractive or clockwise rotation of the
drum 8, the pin 22 contacts with the bevelled

end 225 and moves past the slide, the slide rock
eration at the end of the correcting cycle of rota ing
on its pivot 228, to permit this action to occur.
tion of the actuator, to shift the carriage one The
slide is prevented from rocking in the oppo
() step to the left, as shown in Figure 11.
site direction by contact thereof with the shaft 10
Extending from the arm 93 above the rod 204,
Rotation of the drum 8 in a reverse or
2, is a stud 96 which is engaged by the recip counterclockwise
direction, as shown in Figure 3
rocable link 97 which extends transversely of
the pin 22 into engagement with the flat,
the machine. The link 97 is provided on its end brings
S remote from the shifting arm 93 with a notch end face 22 of the slide 223, forcing this slide
downwardly against the pin 222 and rocking the 5
98 in which is disposed the periphery of the lever
27 and consequently the clutch control
circular cam 99. The can is so shaped, that one
24 to disengage the clutch.
rotation thereof will cause reciprocation of the lever
In Fig. 3, the drum 8 is shown in full cycle
link 97 thereby rocking the arm f 93 and shifting
Due to the provision of sufficient back
the carriage 5 one step to the left. Secured to the position,
lash in the gears 85 and 88, the momentum of the 20
Cam 99 is a clutch housing 29, which is rotatably rotating
drum carries it past full cycle position,
mounted on the shaft 202 which is driven by
the clutch housing 3 is stopped, and the
the motor. Secured to the main driving shaft 9 when
is a gear 203 which drives the shaft 204 thru movement past full cycle position is sufficient to
2. the gears 205 and 206. Secured to the shaft 204 Oscillate the slide 223 to release the clutch 20.
spring 224 returns the drum 8 to full cycle
is another gear 207 which drives the gear 208 The
position
and the spring 28 returns the lever 24
secured to the shaft 202, thru the idler gear 209. into contact
the periphery of the drum 2,
The shaft 202 is therefore driven when the motor so that at thewith
of the cycle of rotation of the
is in operation. Secured to the shaft 202 is a clutch housingend
20, the lever 2 f4 drops into the
30 clutch ratchet 22 which is adapted to be en
aperture in the periphery thereof, disengages
gaged by the clutch dog 23 (Fig. 7) which is the
and stops the clutch housing. The pin 3.
pivoted to the clutch housing. The mode of oper 22 clutch
strikes
the slide 223, after the ordinal regis
ation of this clutch is identical with that of the
and tens carrying registration has been
clutch 3 and the position of the clutch dog 23 tration
completed so that the carriage is free to be shifted.
which controls the engagement and disengage transversely.
Thus, when the machine is set to
ment of the clutch is controlled by the clutch perform problems
in division, the initial cycle of
lever 24 which normally extends thru an aper

additive rotation of the actuator not only oper
ture in the periphery of the clutch housing 20, ates
to stop the rotation of the actuator at the

to engage the clutch dog 2-3 and hold the clutch end of the cycle, but also operates to shift the
disengaged. The can 99 (Fig. 6) is normally carriage
to its next position.
held in full cycle position by the clutch lever 24
The
invention
contemplates the provision of
and when in Such position, a notch 25 in the cam

means for disabling the automatic carriage shift
lies in the plane of the linix 9, so that the link ing
means, when the machine is employed in per
may be moved transversely by hand when he forming
problems in addition, subtraction and
carriage key,
is shifted by operation of the manual multiplication.
shifting
Projecting from the bar 98 (Fig.
3) adjacent its rear end, is a finger 229 which 45
Means are provided for controlling the opera lies
in a plane at one side of the slide. 223. So
tion of the clutch lever 24 to control the action

of the clutch, and these controlling means are
automatic and are preferably actuated upon the
reverse or additive rotation of the actuator. The
clutch control lever 2 f4 is secured to the shaft
26 to which is also secured an arm 2 (Fig. 3)
which is normally held in position by the spring
28. In order not to confuse the drawing only a

jecting from the side of the slide 223 is a pin 234

under which is disposed a saddle 235 which is
movable upwardly and whose function Will here
inafter be described. The finger 229 lies in the
plane of the saddle and when the lever 9s is
moved to its multiplication position, the fingey
contacts with and raises the saddle 236, thus
55
rocking the slide 223 on its pivot to move the low
portion of the spring 23 is shown, but it is un er
thereof upWard. So that the pin 322 on
derstood that it extends to the left and is secured theend
lever 26 does not now lie in the path of
at its other end to the frame of the machine. movement
slide. Therefore, upon addi
This spring holds the clutch control lever 2 in tive rotationofofthe
the
88, the slide is recipro
norinai 8,clutch disengaging position as shown in cated, but since thedrum
pin 222 lies out of the path
Figure
of the slide, the reciprocation of the slide is in
Means are provided for rocking the shaft 23
effective
to cause engagement of the clutch and subse concerned.insofar. as shifting of the carriage is
quent disengagement thereof at the end of one
been shown, that when the machine is
rotation by the reverse or additiye rotation of the setat tohasperform
problems in division, that the
actuator. In performing problems in division, main driving clutch
is disengaged and the clutch
the multiplier register drum 8 (Fig. 3) rotates housing
to a stop at the end of the
initially in a clockwise direction, while the actu first cycle 3oforought
corrective
or additive rotation of the
ator is rotating in a subtractive direction. Upon
() the reversal of the direction of rotation of the actuator. The clutch is disengaged and stopped
actuator, the direction of rotation of the drum by the release of the clutch ever 8, and during

50

the time that the main clutch is stopped, the
carriage is shifted to the next position. The in
vention contemplates means for automatically re
pin 22 and disposed between the path of the pin engaging
the main clutch and releasing the
and the stud 222 on the end of the arm 2 is a
clutch housing 3, after the carriage has shifted,
8 is reversed so that it now rotates in a counter
clockwise direction. Secured to the drum 8 is a

5

3
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sition to the left. In this position the Capacity
to continue the divisional operation in the next of
machine has been reached, and means
numerical position. This is accomplished by arethe
provided,
which are thrown into operation
means of a can 24 secured to the carriage shift
the movement of the trigger 269 for bringing
ing clutch shaft 292. Cooperating with the can by
machine to a stop. Fulcrumed on the pivot
24 is a lever 262 carrying on its end a roller 233 the
258
of the latch 239 is an inclined lever 253
which engages the cana. The lever 282 is se which,
in combination with the similar lever
cured to a rock shaft 236, waich is journalled in

5

pivoted on the bracket 26, forms a pair of
the frame of the raschine, and secured to the 239
parallel levers. The other ends of the levers are
. pivoted to a swing nember 262 by the pins 263

other end of the shaft 233 is a finger 245 Thich
engages underneath the pin 246 projecting gro
the clutch control lever 8. The can 248 is

positioned so that it rocks the shaft 244, as the
shaft 282 reaches the end of its cycle of rotation.
The rocking of the shaft 244 by the can 24 A,
is moves the finger 243 (Fig. 2) in a clockwise direc
tion, thereby rocking the clutch lever 8 to cause
engagement of the main clutch and the release
of the clutch housing 3 so that the driving coin

nection is again established between the motor
?co and
actuator.
The clutch
control
ig
held the
in clutch
diseagaging
position,
by bar
the latc.
232 which holds the negative operation key 5.
depressed and, when the clutch control lever 3 is
rocked by the aria 235, the pin 3 on the clutch
3 control lever engages in the notch 22 in the end
of the clutch control bar , so that the clutch
control lever is held olt of engagement with the
clutch housing 3. On the occasion of an Over
draft registration, the clutch control bar
is

and 284. The latch 239 carries at its lower end

a pin. 265 which lies in contact with the inclined
face of the lever 250 and when the latch 233 is

released and is noved by the spring 238 in a
the Swing member 232 (Fig. 2) upward and to

counterclockwise direction, the pin 385 Swings 5

the right. The Svying member 282 is provided
with a foot 26, which underlies the finger 233

which comprises an extension of the latch 232
and, when the swing member 252 is swung by 20
the trigger 249, the finger 288 is lifted, causing

the latch 232 to disengage the negative opera

tion key 3A. The upward moverneat of the key
pearants the spring to draw the clutch control

bar 7 backward, out of cooperative relation with 25
the pin 3 on the clutch control lever, so that
the clutch remains locked and the machine is
brought to a stop.

&

The saddle 236 (Fig. 3) which underlies the

233 is formed on the end of the swing mem- 80
SO again kicked upward, as heretofore described, re pin
easing the clutch control lever 3. The car 23d, ber 282 (Pig. 2) so that as the swing member
upward, the saddle 235 is lifted, swing
is of short circumferential dimension so that isingnoved
the control bar 823, so that its lower end is
after the arrn 245 is moved to cause the release of

. moved out of the path of the pin 222 so that
the
carriage shifting mechanism is not thrown 35
into operation. Therefore, the machine is
brought to a stop &fter the corrective or addi
trol lever 8 to clutch disengaging positioh, upon tive
of the actuator, when the carriage
the corrective or additive rotation of the actuator, is irirotation
its limit position to the left. Since this
following an Overdraft registration.
fleans are provided for terminating the op stopping mechanism is effective only when the 40

the clutch housing 3, the arrn 24g moves back to
83 inoperative position, so that it will not interfere
with the Subsequent movement Of the clutch CO

is set to perform problems in division,
{9 eration of the machine, when it is set to per itmachine
is inoperative when the carriage is in its limit
form problems in division, when the carriage

has reached its furthermost position at the left. position to the left when the machine is set to
The carriage trackway 9 is provided with an perform problems in multiplication, addition and
&S aperture 23S which is normally covered by the Subtraction.
The present machine is driven by a normally
carriage, and which is uncovered when the car
motor 8, the control switch in the motor
riage leaches its furthest position in its moves silent
ment toward the left. Pivoted to a bracket ar circuit being normally open. The switch is closed
the depression of any of the operating keys
ranged below the trackway 79 is a trigger 289 by
and remains closed Only during such time that 50
which is normally held in restrained position the
mechanism of the Calculating machine is in
EC) against the action of the spring 26 by a latch
252 which is normally in engagement with the operation to perform a calculation, to shift the
bracket 253. The trigger 249 is provided with carriage or to reset the registers of the calculat
a finger 253 which projects into the aperture ing machine to zero. When the machine is set
to perform problems in division, the motor 55
248 and which is normally held from moving switch
is closed by the depression of the negative
09 upward by the base of the carriage 5, which
key 6 and remains closed until the
normally overlies the aperture. When the car-. operation
riage moves to its left position, as shown in depressed negative Operation key is released by
Figure 12, the trigger, when released by the the tripping of the latch 233. The motor circuit
6) latch, may move to project the finger 254 above is provided with a switch 26 (Fig. 18) which 60
closed by hand by the operator when he de
the plane of the trackway 79. The latch 262 issires
to use the calculating machine. This switch,
is provided on its side with a pin 283 which over
lies the automatic clutch tripping lever 48 and, however, does not close the motor circuit, be

when this lever is operated to trip the clutch,
the latch 252 is raised from engagement with
the bracket 258. When, however, the aperture
268 is covered by the carriage, the trigger 249
cannot swing about its pivot 268 and conse
quently, the latch 252 drops back into engage
0. ment with the bracket 253. When, however, the
aperture 283 is uncovered, the release of the latch
252 permits the spring 25 to rock the trigger
269 about its pivot 256 and this occurs during

cause such circuit is provided with another switch

which must be closed before the circuit thru
the motor is closed. The Second switch is ar.

ranged to be closed upon depression of any of
the control keys, and, since all of these keys
are associated with the clutch control lever 6,

the operating mechanism for the second switch 70
is preferably associated with said lever 8 so

that upon depression of any of the control keys,
the control Switch is closed. In the present con
the control switch 27 (Fig. 2) com
the corrective or additive rotation of the actua struction,
stor, after the carriage has reached its limit po prises two metallic elements 278 and 29 spaced 75
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apart at their lower ends by suitable insulating with a can projection 293 which normally seats
material 28, and suitably bound together by
a can notch 284 in the side wall of the clutch
screws 282 which do not however contact with in
housing to position and hold the housing and
the metallic elements 278 and 279. The block consequently
the actuator in full cycle position.
of insulating material 28 in which the elements The cam projection
293 is pressed into the notch
278 and 279 are held, is mounted on a shaft 283 294 or against the periphery
of the housing by
which is suitably journalled in the frame of the

the strong spring 295, which is of sufficient
machine,
so
that
the
insulating
block
28
and
strength
to position the housing in full cycle
the resilient metallic contact may be slightly ro
O

5

tated. The metallic elements 278 and 279 are
provided at their upper ends with normally
spaced contacts 284 and 285 and the metallic
element 279 is in contact with an insulating stud
286. A slight rotation of the shaft 283 in a

clockwise direction (Fig. 2) causes the flexing of
the metallic element 279, due to its contact with

the stud 286, bringing the two contact members
284 and 285 together and closing the circuit
thru the motor. The member 279 possesses sufi

20

cient resiliency to return the insulating block 28
to the position shown in Figure 2 upon the re

lease of the pressure tending to rotate the shaft
283 so that a torsional strain is required to ro
tate the shaft 283 to bring the contact 284 and
the contact 285 together, and when Such tor
sional pressure is released, the switch opens. Se
cured to the shaft 283 is an arm 28 having a
slot therein, in which is disposed the shouldered
end of the link 288 which, at its forward end
is pivoted to the lever 289. The lever 289 is
provided at its upper end with a lateral exten
sion 289a, which lies behind the clutch control
lever 8. Interposed between the clutch control

position. Upon the initial movement of the

clutch housing from full cycle position, the cen
tralizing lever is moved counterclockwise bring
ing the upper end thereof into contact with the
backwardly pressed arm 289a of the lever 289 as
shown in Figure 5, and holding such lever in
Switch closing position until the clutch housing
again reaches full cycle position. The arrange
ment of the switch operating parts is preferably
such that the contacts 284 and 285 are brought
together starting the motor before the pawl 4
engages the ratchet f2, thereby permitting the
motor to gain speed before the load is applied
thereto.
When the machine is set to perform problems
in division, the main driving clutch is disen
gaged during the time that the carriage is being
shifted and means are provided for preventing
the opening of the control switch 277 during such
time. The shaft 283 on which the switch is
mounted, is provided at its end with a right

0
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angled extension 297 (Fig. 6) which is moved

upwardly when the Switch is closed. Pivoted on

a bracket. 298 is a lever 299 having an eye 30

(Fig. 17) at its end, which surrounds the ex
lever and the extension 289a (Figs. 4 and 5) is tension
The other end of the lever 299
a lever 290 which is normally in close contact extends 297.
forwardly and is provided on its for
at its upper end with the extension 289a and ward
end with a foot 302. Disposed in coopera
the rear end of the lever 8. Therefore, move tive relation
with the foot 302 is an arm 303
ment of the clutch control 8 in a direction to which is Secured
the rockshaft 304. Secured
release the clutch housing and cause engage to the rock shaftto304
is an arm 305 which is
40 ment of the clutch, rocks the lever 289 back provided on its end with a shoe 306 which is
wardly, thus rocking the shaft 283 and bringing in operative engagement with a cam 307 secured
the contact 284 and the contact 285 into en
the shaft 202. The cam 307 is so designed
gagement, closing the circuit thru the motor. to
and so placed, that it raises the shoe 306 and
As long as any of the control keys is held de consequently
depresses the foot 302, holding the
45 pressed, the clutch lever 8 is held in the posi extension 297 elevated, during the time that the
tion shown in Figure 4, holding the extension centralizing lever 292 is in engagement with
289a pressed backward and holding the switch the notch 294 in the side wall of the main clutch.
closed. In the operation of the machine, how
ever, when it is set to perform problems in ad Therefore, during the time that the main driv

40
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clutch is disengaged and the clutch housing
dition, multiplication and subtraction either key ing
held stationary, the motor switch is held closed
5 or 6 is frequently given an abrupt tap and so
that the motor drives the carriage shifting 50
is not held depressed and means are provided for mechanism.
Upon the conclusion of the opera
preventing the immediate reopening of the tion of the carriage
shifting mechanism, the
switch, when this practice is employed. It will clutch
control lever 8 is again moved to free
55 be noted in Figure 4 that there is a material the clutch housing and, during the time that
clearance between the end of the foot 9 on the the clutch control lever is in this position, the 55
lever 8 and the periphery of the clutch hous switch is held closed by such lever. When the
ing 3, and when pressure on the key is re machine
is brought to a stop, after the carriage
leased, the foot 9 moves forward and rides on has reached
its limit left hand position, the main
the periphery of the clutch housing as shown driving
is disengaged and the carriage 80
in Figure 5. This forward movement of the shifting clutch
bar 223 is moved to inoperative
foot 9 and the consequent forward movement position, control
so that the carriage shifting means is
of the lever 290 would permit, if not prevented, not operated.
Therefore, the shaft 202 is not
a forward movement of the lever 289, which might rotated and consequently
the mechanism for
be sufficient, either due to wear or the lack of holding
the Switch closed is not operated, so that
close adjustment, to open the motor circuit and the Switch
cause the machine to stop with the actuator out to a stop. is opened and the machine brought
of full cycle position or in mid cycle position.
I have therefore provided in a calculating ma
To overcome this possibility, I have associated chine,
means for setting the machine to per
70 the lever 289 with the full cycle stop means, form problems in division, which means function
so that the switch is always held closed during
to correct the Overdraft registrations in the re
spective numeral orders, to alternately shift the
carriage, that is between divisional operations to
the
next numeral order, to maintain the electric
tralizing
lever
292
which
is
provided
on
its
end
5
circuit of the motor closed during the time that 75
the time that the calculating mechanism is out
of full cycle position. ASSOciated with the clutch
housing f3 is a full cycle stop means or cen

O
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the carriage is being shifted, and to bring the nism in one direction, and means controlled by
mechanism and the motor to a stop when the
carriage displacing transmission mechanism
machine has operated, in a divisional operation, said
for reconnecting the actuating mechanism to the
to the extent of its capacity.
notor.
I claim:

1. In a motor driven calculating machine, nu

O

5

20

35

40

6. In a motor driven calculating machine, nue.

meral wheels, a transversely displaceable car
meral wheels, a transversely displaceable car riage upon which said numeral wheels are mount
riage on which said wheels are mounted, a nor ed, reversible rotary actuating mechanism for
mally open switch in the motor circuit, manually said wheels, clutching and reversing power trans
operable means for closing said switch, means for mission for reversibly connecting the said actu

shifting the carriage to the left, means operable ating mechanism to said motor, means compris
by the shifting means for holding the switch in ing an independently operable power transmis
closed position and means operable upon dis-, sion mechanism for connecting said carriage to

placement of the carriage to its extreme left posi
motor for transverse displacement thereby,
tion for rendering said holding means inopera Said
means deriving power from said motor for oper
tive.
rating said independently operable power trans
2. In a motor driven calculating machine, nu mission mechanism to effect connection of said
neral Wheels, a reversible rotary actuator there carriage to said motor, comprising a member
for, a transversely displaceable carriage on which supported for pivotal movement and rockable
said wheels are mounted, a normally open switch upon its pivotal axis without effecting engage
in the motor circuit, a normally open clutch be ment of the carriage shift clutch upon rotation
tween the motor and the actuator, manually of said actuating mechanism in one direction,
operable means for closing said switch and clutch, and means controlled by said carriage displacing
automatically operated means for periodically transmission mechanism for reconnecting the ac
opening and closing said clutch, means operative tuating
mechanism to the motor.
during the time of open clutch for displacing the
7. In a calculating machine having a trans

carriage and means operated by the carriage dis versely shiftable carriage, numeral wheels there
placing means for holding the switch closed dur on and differential actuators for said wheels;
ing the time of open clutch.
motor drive means including an actuator driving
3. In a motor driven calculating machine, nu train, a clutch in said train, a carriage shifting
meral wheels, a reversible rotary actuator there train, and a clutch in said train, and cratrol
for, a transversely displaceable carriage on which means including devices operable automatically
said wheels are mounted, a normally open switch to release the actuator clutch and to engage the
in the motor circuit, a normally open clutch be carriage shift clutch, spring devices operable to
tween the motor and the actuator, manually reengage the actuator clutch, and devices oper

operable means for closing said switch and clutch,
automatically operated means for periodically
opening and closing said clutch, means operative
during the time of open clutch for displacing the
carriage, means operated during the time of open
clitch for holding the switch closed and means
controlled by the carriage for controlling said

Switch holding means.

able to prevent the effective movement of the re

engaging devices during the carriage shifting

action.

.

8. In a calculating. machine, haying a trans
versely shiftable carriage, numeral wheels there

on and differential actuators for said wheels;

motor drive means including an actuator driving
train, a clutch in said train, a carriage shifting

4. In a motor driven calculating machine, nu train, and a clutch in said train, and control
means including devices operable automatically
to release the actuator clutch and to engage the
said wheels are mounted, a clutch between the carriage shift clutch, spring devices operable to
meral wheels, a reversible rotary actuator there
for, a transversely displaceable carriage on which

motor and the actuator, a lever normally hold reengage the actuator. clutch, and devices in
cluding a cam driven by the carriage shifting
train and operable to prevent the effective move
ment of the reengaging devices during the car
riage shifting action.

ing said clutch open, depressible means operative
to move said lever to close the clutch, automati
cally operated means for disengaging said lever
from said depressed means to open the clutch,
means for shifting the carriage during the time

55

9. In a calculating machine having a trans

of open clutch, means actuated by the carriage versely shiftable carriage, numeral wheels thereon
shifting means for re-engaging said lever with and differential actuators for said wheels; motor
Said depressed means and means brought into drive means including an actuator driving train,
operation when the carriage has reached its ex a clutch in said train, a carriage shifting train,
treme left position for rendering said carriage and a clutch in said train, and control means in
shifting means inoperative.
. "
cluding devices operable automatically to release
5. In a motor driven calculating machine, nu the actuator clutch and to engage the carriage
metal wheels, a transversely displaceable car shift clutch, a restraining device operable to
riage upon which said numeral wheels are mount prevent reengagement of the actuator clutch after

ed, reversible rotary actuating mechanism for such release, and means controlled by the car
said wheels, clutching and reversing power trans riage shifting train for rendering said restraining
65 mission for reversibly connecting the said actu means ineffective.
10. In a calculating machine having a trans
ating mechanism to said motor, means compris
ing an independently operable power transmis versely shiftable carriage, numeral wheels there
sion mechanism for connecting said carriage to on and differential actuators for said wheels;
said motor for transverse displacement thereby, motor drive means including an actuator driving
70 means deriving power from said motor for oper train, a clutch in said train, a carriage shifting
ating said independently operable power trans train, and a clutch in said train, and control

mission
mechanism to effect connection pf said means including devices operable automatically
carriage to said motor, comprising an element
automatically adjustable to render said means in

73

to release the actuator. clutch and to engage the

carriage shift clutch, a restraining device oper

effective upon rotation of said actuating mecha able to prevent effective movement of said dif
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11
ferential actuators, and means controlled by the matically adjustable to render said means ineffec
carriage shifting train for rendering said restrain

ing means ineffective.
11. In a calculating machine having a trans
versely shiftable carriage, numeral wheels there
on and differential actuators for said wheels;
motor drive means including an actuator driving
train, a clutch in said train, a carriage shifting
train, and a clutch in said train, and control
O means
including devices operable automatically
to release the actuator clutch and to engage the
carriage shift clutch, a restraining device operable
to prevent effective movement of said differential
actuators and to prevent reengagement of the
5 actuator clutch after such release thereof, and
means controlled by the carriage shifting train
for rendering said restraining means ineffective.
12. In a Calculating machine having a trans
versely shiftable carriage, numeral wheels there
20 On, reversible rotary differential actuators for said
wheels, and motor drive means including an ac
tuator driving train, a clutch in said train, a
carriage shifting train, and a clutch in said train;
control means including devices Operable auto
natically to release the actuator clutch, means
deriving power from the motor for engaging the
carriage shift clutch comprising an element auto

tive upon rotation of the actuators in one direc
tion, a restraining device operable to prevent re

engagement of the actuator clutch after such re
lease, and means controlled by the carriage shift
ing train for rendering said restraining means
ineffective.
13. In a calculating machine having a trans
versely shiftable carriage, numeral wheels there
on, reversible rotary differential actuators for said
wheels, and motor drive means including an ac
tuator driving train, a clutch in said train, a
carriage shifting train, and a clutch in said train;
control means including devices operable auto
matically to release the actuator clutch, means
deriving power from the motor for engaging the
carriage shift clutch comprising a member sup
ported for pivotal movement and rockable upon
its pivotal axis without effecting engagement
of the carriage shift clutch upon rotation of the
actuators in . One direction, a restraining device
operable to prevent reengagement of the actuator
clutch after such release, and means controlled by
the carriage shifting train for rendering Sadd

restraining means ineffective.
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